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Demo Scenario

Demo Outlook Challenges Ahead
 Performance: Bounded guarantees of transaction confirmation 
time must be well defined while realizing MdO operational phases 
by blockchain DApps

 Scalability: There must exist well defined operational metrics (e.g., 
storage overhead) to represent the scaling dimensions of a 
blockchain network across providers.

 Security: The design of a MdO blockchain network must define an 
architecture that guarantees its progress and safety (e.g., avoiding 
51% attacks) while sustaining the policy regulations of network 
assets in administrative domains.

 Provenance: Certification and reputation schemes must be 
designed by administrative domains to assure semantical  
association of the provided information in a smart contract with an 
actual network asset, as blockchain does not impose guarantees 
of provenance

✗ Semantic relationship among smart contract and TOSCA 
Blueprint

✗ Defines what/how/when events are being registered

✗ Performance measurements (cpu, memory, disk)

✗ Graph Model of chronological life cycle management events 
in multi-administrative domains

✗ Architecture mappings to different scenarios under 
standardization lenses

✗ Activities associated with multi-administrative networking 
and blockchain sit still in an early stage, respectively 
constructing detailed requirements and mature operational 
evidence

➢Administrative domains are non-trusting counterparts

➢End-to-end network services increasingly complex 
(a.k.a. slices)

➢Need for agility and transparency in multi-administrative 
networking (inter-domain SLAs)

➢Blockchain provides on-demand consensus for 
distributed transactions

➢Blockchain-based DApp (Decentralized Application) can 
realize smart contracts for lifecycle management 
workflows in multi-administrative domain networking


